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Celebrating Ulyssix's 20th Anniversary Year!
Ulyssix Technologies is very proud to be celebrating its 20th year supporting the test and
telemetry community. It is a difficult time to find moments of joy, but we are thankful for
being in business for 20 years with the same business model. We provide the test/telemetry
engineer with the same superb technical support today, whether you are working in the
office or at home, as you have received since the year 2000. Ulyssix was founded on the
guiding principle that the test/telemetry engineer should be the one who defines the product's
needs and Ulyssix will find the solution. This is still our focus today. Ulyssix Technologies is
where technology continues to soar: from 2000 to 2020 and hopefully many years beyond!

Visit http://www.ulyssix.com/contact to send an information request or call 301-846-4800 to
speak to Glenn to discuss all your telemetry needs.

Visit our Website

Advancing the Industry

Ulyssix telemetry product offerings started
in 2000 with a single baseband FM
demodulator card running in a Pentium
computer using Windows XP software. Now
Ulyssix has products that fully support all
your ground telemetry needs. Our products
support RF inputs through feeding Ethernet
packets to custom customer solutions.
Ulyssix digital bit synchronizer has been the
industry leader in performance for over 15
years. With the introduction of our 3rd
generation Tarsus3 PCM Processor and
Bald Eagle-RF Receiver / RF Simulator, we
continue advancing our product's offerings,
capability, and performance.

Ulyssix has come a long way in 20 years.
And without your support and belief that we
were the people for the job, this longevity
would not have been possible. Ulyssix has
pushed the notion of full Digital Signal
Processing (DSP) solutions, using the most
technically advanced FPGA internally IP
implementations, and we plan to keep
building solutions for the next generation of
test/telemetry engineers.

Our Commitment to You

Ulyssix continues to innovate new ideas and solutions to help the test/telemetry engineer
solve their ever more complex problems. To help with this effort, we plan to publish this
Ulyssix Newsletter multiple times a year to pass on new information concerning out latest
product offerings as well as share some of the unique solutions that our customers have
determined using the tools that Ulyssix offers. If you are a current customer and want to
publish information about a new telemetry test technique or configuration to help others in
our community using Ulyssix products, please contact us.

Mostly, we want to say thank you for allowing Ulyssix to be a part of the telemetry
community and we hope to be with you for many years to come. Please stay safe and
healthy.
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